
CS279 Assignment 3 

Code Tutorial



Section 3: Diffusion Simulations



Question 10

● Starting from the origin: At each time 
step, the particle can move either 
left (-1) or right (+1) with equal 
probability — 50% chance for each

● Probability distribution: list that 
shows all possible outcomes and 
how likely each one is
○ Example: t = 1

● Expected position: where the 
particle is likely to be at a certain 
point in time

● Expected squared displacement: 
how far the particle is from the start, 
on average, in terms of the square 
distance



Question 11

● n(x, t): try to move from the initial 
probability table (where the 
starting point was defined) to a 
more general expression of one 
time step relative to where you’re 
currently positioned

● Flux (J) = amount of substance 
passing through a unit area per 
unit time

● A concentration gradient can lead 
to flux, which then results in 
diffusion



Question 12

● Constant concentration gradient: 
the concentration increases or 
decreases by the same amount 
for every unit of distance you 
move in the system

● Hint: consider all three 
concentrations (i.e., what does a 
constant gradient mean for the 
value, J, of flux?)

●



Exercise 9

● random() generates a random float 
between 0 and 1

● To run: python diffuser.py stoc
● Ctrl+C in terminal to stop
● Step = essentially. How far the particle 

moves with each iteration (determined 
by diffusion constant)



Exercise 10

● h = 1 simplifies the ddx, ddy 
implementations

● ddx[row, col]: difference in 
concentration between the 
current block and the block 
immediately to its right

● ddy[row, col]: difference in 
concentration between the 
current block and the block 
immediately above it

● Same principles apply for lap_x 
and lap_y



Question 13

● To run initial conditions: 
○ Uncomment desired condition/s 
○ Python diffuser.py stoc
○ cmd+/ works to 

comment/un-comment large blocks of 
code

● To edit the plotting script as in 
13c: 



Question 14

● Starting concentration: third 
argument in c.setBlock



Question 15 + 16

● Laplacian model of diffusion is 
deterministic and based on the 
diffusion equation

● Particle movement is random in 
the stochastic model


